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The study finds that, in Africa, sexual violence is:
 Mostly indiscriminate
 Committed only by some conflict actors
 Often committed by state armies
 Often committed in years with low levels of killings
 Often committed post-conflict
The present study forms part of a larger research initiative on Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict (SVAC). The aim of the SVAC project is to collect
data that may be used to facilitate the prevention of sexual violence. To
achieve this goal, the SVAC research group recommends: (a) that the pilot
presented here be extended to the global level, (b) that future research focus
on the location and timing of sexual violence; and (c) that increasing attention be paid towards policies of preventing sexual violence in conflict as well
as post conflict situations.

Ragnhild Nordås CSCW/PRIO

Introduction
On 16 December 2010, the UN Security
Council formally acknowledged the need for
better reporting and more systematic data
collection and analysis to help devise appropriate actions against sexual violence (UN
Security Council Resolution 1960). Resolution 1960 declares that there should be an
enhanced focus on ‘data collection and analysis of incidents, trends, and patterns of rape
and other forms of sexual violence’. The
SVAC project responds to this call.
To have a basis for prevention of future sexual
violence, we need to study a wide sample of
conflicts. A comprehensive sample can be
used to identify systematic patterns, whereas
drawing conclusions from high-profile cases
alone can lead to inaccurate predictions.
To effectively stop sexual violence, interventions should be based on systematic knowledge not only on the scale of the problem, but
also on several other dimensions:
• Which types of conflict actors commit sexual violence?
• Who is targeted? Who falls victim? And
why?
• What forms does sexual violence take (e.g.
gang rape, sexual mutilation or slavery)?

• What is the magnitude of sexual violence
committed?
• How do these patterns vary across time and
space?
About the SVAC Project
The Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict
(SVAC) project is a response to the requests
for better data set out in Resolution 1960 and
other related resolutions (1325, 1820, 1888,
1889). The long-term goal of SVAC is create
an early-warning model that can be used to
assist in the prevention of sexual violence in
conflicts at an early stage.
The SVAC project aims to create the most
comprehensive global dataset on sexual violence. It builds and expands upon a previous
data collection by Dara Kay Cohen (2010)
(member of the project group). As a first step,
we have conducted a pilot study by collecting
and analyzing data on sexual violence in Africa.
We use the definition of sexual violence developed by the International Criminal Court
(ICC), which includes rape, sexual mutilation,
sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced
pregnancy, and enforced sterilization. The
concept of sexual violence thus encompasses
more than acts of rape, and may be commit-

ted against both women and men. In addition,
both women and men can be perpetrators of
sexual violence.
Data collection and coding has been undertaken by a team of four coders at the University
of Minnesota under the supervision of Dara
Kay Cohen and Ragnhild Nordås. The analyses reported here are based mainly on information found in four key sources: reports by the
US State Department, Amnesty International,
Human Rights Watch, and the International
Crisis Group. In addition, we have conducted
a more comprehensive source-material search
in relation to four conflict countries: Burundi,
Liberia, Somalia, and Uganda.
The SVAC data pilot project has been conducted with funding from the Norwegian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The pilot covers
20 countries in Africa with recent or ongoing
armed conflicts (Map 1). We have collected
information on sexual violence in relation to
all the 177 armed conflict actors (state armies,
rebel groups and militias) active in conflicts in
these countries. Next, this policy brief
presents key findings from the pilot study.
Countries covered
Algeria

Guinea Bissau

Angola

Liberia

Burundi

Mali

Central African Rep.

Nigeria

Chad

Rwanda

Côte d'Ivoire

Senegal

DRC

Sierra Leone

Eritrea

Somalia

Ethiopia

Sudan

Guinea

Uganda

Key Findings

Not included
Missing
No
Some
Several/many
Systematic/massive

Many African conflicts have been marked by
high levels of sexual violence. Nevertheless,
there is considerable variation in the incidence of such violence across armed groups
and conflicts. Below, we summarize the main
findings of our pilot study.
It should be emphasized that these findings
are not necessarily representative for the
global situation, but rather reflect the data we
have extracted from our specific source material.

Map 1: Maximum level of sexual violence reported by country
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1. Not Alll Groups Rape
Not all armed
a
actors in
n African con
nflicts engage in seexual violence.. Out of the 1777 conflict
actors covvered in our saample, nearly 42%
4
were
reported to have com
mmitted acts of
o sexual
violence (see Figure 1). Conflict actors include
state miilitaries, militiias and rebell groups
active in conflicts since the year 2000.
ority of armed
d actors had no
n known
The majo
record of
o sexual viollence beyond isolated
episodes.. It should bee noted, howeever, that
not all caases of sexuall violence are reported
(see Nord
dås & Cohen 20011).
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ntlyy (low levels). .
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Figure 1: Most serious reported maggnitude of
sexual violence for 177 co
onflict actors

Figure 1 indicates thatt there is variation between co
onflict actors in the degree to which
they com
mmit sexual viiolence. Not all
a actors
within a conflict use seexual violence as
a part of
pertoire of viollence. Althoug
gh sexual
their rep
violence is rampant in
n many confliccts, a sign
of con
nflict actors do not
n seem
nificant number
to comm
mit these sortts of crimes. Even in
conflicts with high rep
ported levels of
o sexual
violence, some groups seem to refraain from
such actss. Sexual violen
nce is not an inevitable
i
fact of waar.
2. Declin
ning Number of
o Perpetratorss
In Africaan conflicts, bo
oth the numberr and the
percentag
ge of conflict actors reporteed to use
sexual viiolence has been slowly deecreasing
over the period
p
2000-099. If we break th
his down
by differrent levels off magnitude of
o sexual
violence (low, high, and
d extreme leveels), howp
emerg
ges: The
ever, an interesting pattern
downwarrd trend is noot seen among
g groups
that com
mmit extremelyy high levels of
o sexual
violence; but it is quitee clear for gro
oups that
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Fiigure 2: Percenntage of conflict actors in thrree
caategories of sexuual violence maggnitude over tim
me

The overall patttern depicted in
T
n Figure 2 cou
uld
bee summarized
d as a polarizattion of the pro
obleem of sexual violence: oveer time, grou
ups
seeem to be grravitating towaards committin
ng
eiither high levels of sexual vio
olence or none at
alll.
Iss the situation
n in Africa im
mproving? Unfo
ortu
unately, despitee the slight dow
wnward trend,, it
iss not clear wh
hether the oveerall situation is
geetting better. The
T reason forr this is that we
w
do
o not know th
he total number of victims per
p
yeear. This is mainly
m
due to
o the (inheren
nt)
prroblem that victim
v
counts are notorioussly
unreliable.
3.. States Freque
ent Perpetrato
ors
A striking featu
ure of sexual viiolence in Afriica
iss that the dataa shows that state actors are
a
m
more
likely to be
b reported to have committted
accts of sexual violence
v
than rebel
r
groups an
nd
m
militias.
Indeed
d, of the govvernment acto
ors
in
nvolved in thee 20 conflicts covered in th
his
sttudy, 59% haave been repo
orted as havin
ng
co
ommitted sexu
ual violence at some point. Th
he
eq
quivalent num
mbers for reb
bel groups an
nd
m
militias
were 422% and 35% respectively.
We should theerefore not asssume that on
W
nly
unruly rebel en
ngage in sexuaal violence – it is
ovveery much an aspect of the warfare of go
errnment armies; and the eviidence does not
n
su
uggest that govvernments onlyy delegate sexu
ual
viiolence to milittias.

4. Temp
poral Variation
n
Armed groups often change their sexual violence b
behavior over time. The facct that an
actor haas committed sexual violen
nce in the
past doees not necessarrily entail simillar activity
in the fu
future. Furtherr study will be required,
howeverr, if we are to
o identify thee determinants off such temporaal variation.
5. Mostlly Random
In somee African confflicts of the lasst decade,
sexual vviolence has been characteerized by
selectivee targeting of victims.
v
Yet, in
n most of
the sam
mple, we see feewer reports off selective
targeting
g than during many of the wars
w
of the
1990s.
ments, rebels and militias seemingly
s
Governm
commit sexual violence without a clear purposeful selection of victims: the violence
seems in
ndiscriminate (Figure 3).
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Figure 3:: Percentage of conflict actor years with
only indisscriminate targeeting reported

Howeveer, there is vaariation in thee logic of
targeting
g in our samp
ple. When seleective targeting d
does occur, it is not solely based on
ethnic b
belonging. Sierra Leonean rebels,
r
for
examplee, were reportted to have specifically
targeted
d very young girrls to reduce th
he risks of
STDs (C
Cohen, 2010).
6. Differrent From Killiing Pattern
Many arrmed actors peerpetrate sexuaal violence
in perioods when theyy are largely in
nactive on
the regu
ular battlefield. This holds tru
ue both for
state an
nd for non-statte armed actors. In periods wiith few killingss, half of all go
overnment
actors aand nearly 40%
% of rebel grroups still
commit sexual violen
nce. Almost 8%
% of this
sexual viiolence occurs on a massive scale.
s
The con
nflicts in the DRC
D
and Centrral African
Republicc stand out in this regard. In both

cases, both the government army and rebels
committed extreme amounts of sexual violence in years when the regular conflict was
fairly calm.
7. More Than Rape
Although rape is the most commonly reported
form of sexual violence, we see considerable
variation in the types of sexual violence in
African conflicts.
There are numerous reports of gang rape,
sexual slavery, sexual torture, rape with objects, and sexual mutilation, along with, more
rarely, reports of forced marriage and forced
pregnancy. Rapes occurred in front of family
members and in public spaces, and some
victims were abducted and forced both to
provide sexual favors for soldiers and to perform menial labor.
There are some reported instances of sexual
violence by proxy – when people were forced
to rape others, often their own family members. This form of violation was reported in
five of the conflicts: Uganda, Liberia, Sierra
Leone, Burundi, and the DRC.
8. Post-Conflict Continuation
Sexual violence often persists after the battle
deaths have ended. In the first five postconflict years, there were reports of sexual
violence by one-quarter of state armies and
about one-third of all rebel groups and militias. Although many state militaries desisted
from acts of sexual violence when the killing
stopped; a substantial share of these actors did
not. In 4% of the cases, the post-conflict sexul
violence continues on a massive scale.
Recommendations
z Improve reporting mechanisms. The percentage is of groups that are not reported to
have committed sexual violence might be
considered conspicuously high. In the years

2000–09, this figure varies between 69% (in
2001) and 84% (in 2005). This could be an
accurate reflection of the situation on the
ground. However, it might also be the result
of poor reporting practices. It should therefore
be a priority to build and strengthen monitoring and reporting to secure reliable estimates.
It is critical that reporting happens without
harm to the victims of sexual violence. Venues
and practices must therefore be established
for reporting on abuses whilst limiting the
associated risk of stigmatization. Developing
systems for anonymous reporting by witnesses and victims should be explored. More
direct consultation and collaboration with
women’s grassroots organizations in conflict
countries could be useful for this purpose.
Unified systems of regular reporting on sexual violence events should be established for
every major peacekeeping operation, and the
UN as well as individual countries should
explore how to best integrate reporting of
sexual violence with other activities.
• Indentify signals of danger in early conflict
phases. The establishment of an effective
early-warning system should be a priority for
preventing future sexual violence. In order to
create such a system, more data will be required, particularly on variations in exactly
where and when sexual violence occurs.
• Targeted interventions. The reported polarization of sexual violence means that targeted interventions could prove effective.
Today, the number of actors committing
massive sexual violence seems quite limited,
with only five armed groups (out of 81 active
armed groups) in this category in 2009, and
an additional 12 armed conflict actors committing sexual violence but at lower levels of
magnitude. Interventions directed specifically
towards these actors could therefore provide
an opportunity to drastically reduce overall

sexual violence in Africa.
As state militaries are also committing sexual
violence in Africa, more international pressure needs to be put on these states to actively
prosecute perpetrators at different levels.
z Maintain a strong focus on sexual violence
in post-conflict and low conflict years. The
mandates of all peacekeeping missions should
include explicit policies aimed at preventing
sexual violence.
Even if killings subside, mission size must be
maintained at a level where peacekeepers can
protect civilians against sexual violence. There
is a need for research on how wartime sexual
violence relates to other conflict behaviors,
and how it is carried over into post-conflict
situations (both by conflict actors and within
society at large).
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